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6, 14, 15, 16, 18 and 19, which shall come into force immediately upon
the signature of the treaty.
No. 29.   Franco-Turkish Nationalist Agreement.
October 20, 1921.
THIS was a separate agreement, signed at Angora between the
representative of the French Government, H. Franklin-Bouillon, and
the Kemalists, which broke decisively any semblance of Allied unity in
the Turkish occupation and was the subject of considerable published
correspondence between the British and French foreign offices.
REFERENCE.—Current History, January, 1922.
article 1—The high contracting parties declare that from the date
of the signature of the present agreement the state of war will cease
between them, and that the armies, the civil authorities and the inhabi-
tants shall be so informed.
article 2—From the date of the signature of the present agree-
ment, the respective prisoners of war, as well as all French or Turkish
nationals detained or imprisoned, shall be set at liberty, and shall be
brought, at the expense of the power that holds them, to the nearest
town designated to this effect. The scope of this article extends to all
persons detained or imprisoned by either party, whatever ma^ be the
date or the place of detention, imprisonment or capture.
article 3—Within a maximum period of two months following the
signature of this agreement, the Turkish troops will withdraw to the
north, and the French troops to the south of the line laid down in
article 8.
article 4r—'The respective withdrawal and taking over, within the
time limit laid down by article 3, shall be effected in accordance with
provisions to be agreed upon by a mixed commission named by the
military commanders of the two parties.
article 5—Full amnesty shall be granted by the two contracting
parties in the regions evacuated as soon as they shall have been taken
over.
article 6—The Government of the Grand National Assembly of
Turkey declares that the minority rights solemnly recognized in the
national treaty shall be confirmed by it on the same basis as that
established by the agreements in this regard reached between the
Entente Powers, their adversaries and certain of their allies.
article 7—A special administrative regime shall be established for
the Alexandretta region. The Turkish inhabitants of this region shall
enjoy every facility for the development of their cultural needs.
Turkish shall be made the official language.
article 8—The boundary line mentioned in article 3 is fixed and
specified as follows: The frontier line will start from a point to be
chosen on the Gulf of Alexandretta, immediately to the south of the
region of Payas, and will be clearly oriented toward Meiden-Ekbes
(the railway station and the region remaining to Syria). Thence it
will turn southeast, leaving to Syria the region of Karnaba, and also
the town of Killis; thence it will join the railway at the station of

